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True innovation never occurs in isolation. It
thrives on new connections. That is why we do
everything we can to facilitate them − forging
connections with the past, the present and the
future; with technology and technique; with
designers and craftsmen. This is evident in the
very bricks and mortar of our buildings and the
way we work today. Where once state-of-the-art
steam engines powered the looms of a thriving
Tilburg woollen mill, now the latest technology
and talents continue to drive textile advances.
On this historic site, the resources of the
TextielMuseum and the TextielLab’s professional
atelier are now combined to give artists, designers
and architects the best of both worlds in a
contemporary knowledge centre and creative
hub that is wholly unique.
Our aim is to inspire on all fronts. In addition to a dynamic programme of
exhibitions staged by the TextielMuseum, the museum has a rich textile collection
of its own. Spanning over a century, the collection offers a wealth of one-of-akind material from forgotten techniques, dyes and designs to original samples
and art. Creatives can take these finds in completely new directions in the
adjoining TextielLab, with its fleet of modern looms, 3D knitting machines and
high-tech yarns. Here, artistic vision becomes a physical reality thanks to a team
of in-house experts with the technical know-how to translate ideas into the
desired knits, weaves, patterns and prints.
This is textile pioneering in action, with surprises and new insights coming
to light with every project. Featured in the museum collection and exhibitions,
the results can once again seed novel ideas by current or future designers. By
bringing this entire process together in one place, we can nurture a continuous
cycle of inspiration, creation, innovation and education that flows seamlessly into
each other, while also establishing a platform for new talent. That is our role as
modern cultural entrepreneurs. And it’s a role that we are honoured to play.
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AIKO TEZUKA

THE ZUIDERZEE MUSEUM /
rENs

WEAVING

KARI DYRDAL

WEAVING

VAN ABBEMUSEUM /
SARA VRUGT

WEAVING

STUDIO
FORMAFANTASMA

KNITTING

WEAVING

JESSIE LECOMTE

IABR / PROJECT ATELIER
BRABANTSTAD

JACQUARD WEAVING
DIGITAL PRINTING, JACQUARD
WEAVING, KNITTING

JEF MONTES

VAN DEN BERGH & DEES
LASER CUTTING

LEW

TUFTING

LIZAN FREIJSEN
LASER CUTTING
EMBROIDERY

CLAES IVERSEN

EVELYNE MERKX
WEAVING

KNITTING

AUBERGE DU BONHEUR

byBorre

WEAVING
LASER CUTTING AND SEWING

VIKTOR&ROLF
by TextielMuseum

KARIN ARINK /
TextielMuseum COMMISSION

WEAVING

FRANS BEERENS

EMBROIDERY

WEAVING

MAARTJE KORSTANJE /
TextielMuseum COMMISSION

STUDIO JOB
WEAVING

PRINTING

MUSEUM DE LAKENHAL /
CHRISTIE VAN DER HAAK

JETSKE VISSER /
TextielMuseum COMMISSION
9
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JACQUARD WEAVING

TextielLab

At the TextielLab, designers are given the chance to
explore new terrain, stretching known techniques,
technology and fabrics beyond what is thought possible.
This ongoing dedication to innovation and high-end
craftsmanship is attracting attention. As the TextielLab
gains international acclaim for its position at the forefront
of textile developments, a growing stream of artists are
finding their way to Tilburg. This past year alone saw
Norwegian artist Kari Dyrdal and Japanese artist Aiko
Tezuka seek us out for their latest projects. Tezuka spent
several weeks with the TextielLab’s expert team to develop
an intricate series of wall hangings inspired by traditional
tapestries for a solo exhibition at Hermès Singapore.
Our willingness to invest in highly specialist
technology and training continues to spark interesting
collaborations ranging from interiors to fashion. Highlights
include woven centrepieces for Auberge de Bonheur’s
hotel suites and custom embroidered wall coverings by
interior design visionary Evelyne Merkx.
Another exciting first is the launch of the ‘by
TextielMuseum’ home textiles label made at the TextielLab.
Inspired by the museum’s rich damask collection,
influential Dutch fashion duo Viktor&Rolf are the first to
have unleashed their original style on the new label. Also
leaving their indelible mark are a host of top designers,
from Studio Job to Scholten & Baijings. One by one, these
pages reveal the great things that occur when designers
are given the chance to see how far their creativity can
take them.

WEAVING

NAME
AIKO TEZUKA
TITLE
CERTAINTY / ENTROPY
TECHNIQUE
WEAVING
TextielLab
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CREDIT
CARDS &
FLOWERS
Fascinated by tapestries, Japanese artist
Aiko Tezuka created a series inspired by
Asian Peranakan fabrics for Hermès
Singapore. The TextielLab made a custom
warp of coloured yarn especially for the
project. Here, ornate floral patterns and
birds were woven among a background
of rich blues and greens. Almost hidden
in their midst, another, unexpected layer
of imagery emerges including credit card
logos, biohazard signs and peace symbols.
These contemporary references are at odds
with dominant traditional imagery. In places,
the yarn is unravelled by hand, blurring the
image; the hidden strands of time merge as
they are brought to the surface.

Aiko Tezuka checks the fabric

TextielLab
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‘I endeavour to weave
the fabric of our time
into my textiles’
Aiko Tezuka
artist
weaving on a coloured warp
design sketches
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Aiko Tezuka’s solo exhibition at Hermès, Singapore
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various samples of ‘Certainty/Entropy’
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ORGANIC
COTTON

VISCOSE

ACRYLIC

ELIREX

A synthetic yarn
with an organic
base. With a silken
sheen, it is used to
accentuate specific
parts of a design.

A synthetic yarn
that can be dyed in
very bright colours.
All of the neon
colours available at
the TextielLab are
acrylic.

A shiny yarn made
of metallic plastic
around a viscose
core. Suitable for
adding gold or
silver accents in
textiles.

This material is
100% organic and
is available at the
TextielLab in many
different colours.
It forms a strong
base for all kinds
of woven fabrics.
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POLYESTER

LUREX

A synthetic
multifilament
yarn made up of
numerous thin
extruded threads.
Like acrylic,
polyester can be
dyed in very bright
colours. It has a
silken sheen.

A shiny yarn of
metallic plastic
around a polyamide
core. The metallic
shine in combination
with the red colour
has a striking effect.
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YARN SELECTION
AIKO TEZUKA
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NAME
KARI DYRDAL

NORWEGIAN
WATER

TITLE
FLOW

TextielLab
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TECHNIQUE
WEAVING
In the northern reaches of Norway, the
abundant waterways act as a natural
mirror, reflecting the light and energy
of Sortland and its surroundings. That
timeless ambience is what Norwegian
textile artist Kari Dyrdal aims to
capture in ‘Flow’ – a giant woven wall
hanging commissioned for Sortland’s
Culture Factory. She uses a mix of
bast, metal, cotton and viscose fibres,
working closely with the TextielLab to
recreate the ethereal quality of water
in fabric. The greatest challenge lay in
weaving in a subtle amount of colour
and blurring the lines to get just the
right atmosphere. Endless test samples
perfected the outcome.

checking the samples during production

‘Kari first came to
us 12 years ago. We
understand each other.
This is her biggest
project so far’
Kari Dyrdal installing the giant wall hanging
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Stef Miero
product developer

‘Flow’ is inspired by light and water
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checking the samples during production
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work in progress

NAME
STUDIO FORMAFANTASMA

WOVEN
LAVA

TITLE
DE NATURA FOSSILIUM

TextielLab

Inspired by the eruption of Mount Etna
on 20 November 2013, Formafantasma
launched an investigation into this fiery
Sicilian phenomenon, where the landscape
and forces of nature collide. Exploring the
potential of lava as a raw material (and
alternative to carbon), they used lavic
fibre combined with cotton to weave two
wall hangings. These portray the ancient
Greek gods of Mount Etna, Hephaestus
and Athena, emerging from the rock.
Normally used in high-tech applications,
by placing lavic fibre in an artisanal,
expressive context, with clear references
to its origins, this unique material is
put in the spotlight. The project was
commissioned by Gallery Libby Sellers.

the fabric in detail
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‘The TextielLab is precious
to us. A great place to
experiment, their technical
support was fundamental
to the project’

TextielLab
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TECHNIQUE
WEAVING

Studio Formafantasma
designers

weaving in progress
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inspiration by nature
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BASALT

ORGANIC
COTTON
34/2

Basalt is a naturally
occurring volcanic
rock. Filaments of
molten basalt are
extruded to make
basalt fibre − used
in the aerospace and
automotive industries
for its fireproof
qualities. It is also a
cheaper alternative
to carbon fibre.

TextielLab
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YARN SELECTION
STUDIO FORMAFANTASMA

This material is
100% organic and
is available at the
TextielLab in many
different colours.
It forms a strong
base for all kinds
of woven fabrics.
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NAME
IABR / PROJECT ATELIER
BRABANTSTAD

MODEL
LANDSCAPE

Architecture and landscape are literally
interwoven in this giant wall hanging for
the International Architecture Biennale
Rotterdam (IABR). Measuring 3 x 12 metres,
the piece depicts a string of cities and
towns interspersed by water and nature
in a mosaic of Brabant province. Three
architecture agencies were asked by local
governments and city councils to envision
new development models for the province.
All three agencies contributed to the design
of the wall hanging. With each colour
marking a different geographical function,
a vivid interplay of planes and lines arises.

‘It was intense; we spent
a month working on
location, stretching our
creative limits to produce
a unique result’

close-up

Cees van der Veeken
LOLA Landscape Architects

the exhibition in bkkc
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TECHNIQUE
WEAVING

TextielLab
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TITLE
URBAN BY NATURE
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NAME
VAN DEN BERGH & DEES
TITLE
SO THIS IS WHERE WE LIVE
TECHNIQUE
DIGITAL PRINTING, JACQUARD
WEAVING, KNITTING

How to create a welcoming environment
in a brand-new apartment building? That
was the challenge for Van den Bergh
& Dees. Eindhoven housing corporation
Woonbedrijf and CKE commissioned the
artists to design three entrances and
improve acoustics. The new residents,
including pensioners and people with
autism, were given the chance to contribute
personal objects or to customise a number
of knitted shapes. This provided the basis
for the designs and increased social
cohesion. On location, the expressive
colourful tapestries and large hanging
sculpture are a testimony to the power of
bundling creative impulses, transforming
what would otherwise be just another
anonymous stairwell.

TextielLab

fresh from the loom
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APARTMENT
THERAPY

tapestry detail

woven wall hanging
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NAME
LIZAN FREIJSEN

DESIGNED
BY NATURE

TITLE
AFRICA SERIES

TextielLab
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TECHNIQUE
TUFTING
Throw a stone into water and a pattern of
concentric ripples appears on the surface.
This effect, together with a continued
fascination with stains and moss, sparked
Lizan Freijsen’s new series of tufted artworks. In a departure from previous pieces,
her ‘Africa Series’ is dominated by a
black-and-white colour palette. Yet each
piece is carefully built up to include deep
purples, greys and ochres. The tints are
custom-dyed at the TextielLab. Continuous
variations in the pile height create a
dynamic relief in the final design.

TextielLab
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‘There’s a real dialogue
– an inspiring chemistry
between the maker and
the specialist. We need
each other’

tufting at the TextielLab

Lizan Freijsen
artist

bringing natural forms indoors
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NAME
EVELYNE MERKX

CLASSY
STITCHING

TITLE
RUTGERS & POSCH

Evelyne Merkx of leading interior
architecture studio Merk X has a talent
for cleverly combining heritage with a
contemporary twist. Prestigious makeovers
include the Concertgebouw and Hermitage
Museum in Amsterdam. For law firm
Rutgers & Posch, she refurbished five
historical canal-side spaces into appealing
offices. Previous owners had left little of
the original period rooms intact. To add
atmosphere and avoid full restoration
costs, she designed custom linen and
felt wall fabrics with a minimalist yet
striking pattern of 300 crosses. No less
than seven metres in width, these fabrics
were embroidered at the TextielLab in a
highly labour-intensive process requiring
meticulous measurements.
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TECHNIQUE
EMBROIDERY

detail

‘At the TextielLab, you gain
a greater understanding
of what’s possible.
It’s highly inspiring!’
Evelyne Merkx
designer

materials and colours
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a mix of classic and contemporary styles
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NAME
AUBERGE DU BONHEUR

ROOMS
WITH
A VIEW

TITLE
TILBURG ABSTRACTED

TextielLab
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TECHNIQUE
WEAVING

colour matching

‘We tried all sorts of colour
and yarn combinations.
Together our ideas gave rise
to surprising and beautiful
details’
Laura van der Gun
interior designer

selected yarn
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To celebrate Tilburg’s rich history as a
centre for textiles, boutique hotel Auberge
du Bonheur wanted a series of locally
produced textile artworks with a link to
the city for their 36 newly refurbished
suites. At the TextielLab, interior designer
Laura van der Gun worked extensively
with the product developer from the initial
concept to the end result. The map of
Tilburg inspired the team to base each
piece on a different section of the map.
Multiple bindings and the interplay of matt
and shiny yarns create dynamic textures
and effects. No two are the same and
each is tailored to the colour scheme of
the individual rooms.

NAME
VIKTOR&ROLF
by TextielMuseum

PAINT IT
RED & BLUE

TITLE
GRAFFITI

Yearbook 2014

TECHNIQUE
WEAVING
Renowned fashion designers Viktor&Rolf
have created exclusive interior textiles for
the new label ‘by TextielMuseum’ produced
in the TextielLab. In a modern mash-up,
street culture and traditional textiles
converge. Giant graffiti tags in Delft Blue
are woven into a damask organic cotton
tablecloth, while checked tea towels
display dripping paint effects. The bold
designs are the first in a series of special
commissions for the label. Other top
names already lined up include Studio
Job and Scholten & Baijings. With the
museum’s entire collection available for
inspiration, the designers can see their
vision translated into original products at
the TextielLab. Any profits are invested in
educational programmes and exhibitions.

TextielLab

‘Designing our first
exclusive household textile
collection for the
TextielMuseum gave
us the opportunity to apply
our signature touch of
conceptual glamour. We’re
very excited to have such
a beautiful result’
Viktor&Rolf
fashion designers

close-up of the napkin

TextielLab
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‘Graffiti Sky’ tea towel
tablecloth with spray cans
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NAME
FRANS BEERENS

460 SHADES
OF GREY

TITLE
MATERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS

TextielLab

How many shades of grey can you weave
on a loom? That is what artist Frans
Beerens set out to discover. And with the
help of the Mondriaan Fund, that is what
he spent a year exploring. At the TextielLab,
he was able to create a total of 460
different greys by changing the colour
of seven weft yarns and by going from a
white warp to a black warp. This process
enabled him determine the exact degree of
contrast for a series of black-and-white
photographs that he wanted to translate
into fabric.

woven in detail

Yearbook 2014

‘By combining traditional
weaving and photography
with modern digital
weaving, we discovered
a technique for creating
woven photographs’

TextielLab
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TECHNIQUE
WEAVING

Frans Beerens
artist
exploring the range of greys
final presentation
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photography meets weaving in this wall hanging
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NAME
STUDIO JOB

DESTINED
FOR NEW
YORK

TITLE
CHAMBER

TextielLab
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TECHNIQUE
WEAVING
When design boutique Chamber recently
opened its doors in New York, it made
headlines in design circles around the world.
Inspired by the Renaissance cabinet of
curiosities, initiator Juan Garcia Mosqueda
will invite various talents to curate the
highly exclusive collection every two years.
Launching the new concept are Studio Job,
who commissioned graphic designers Julius
Vermeulen, Swip Stolk and the legendary
Wim Crouwel to make a series of blackand-white textiles for vintage furniture. The
fabrics were all woven at the TextielLab and
are currently on display in Chamber.

Yearbook 2014
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a detail by Studio Job

‘What could be more
beautiful than the cool
Theo Ruth ‘Penguin’ chair
from 1956 in a cover by
Swip Stolk from 2014?’
Swip Stolk
graphic designer

different patterns

Wim Crouwel gets creative with this design classic
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NAME
MUSEUM DE LAKENHAL /
CHRISTIE VAN DER HAAK

MODERN
HERITAGE

TITLE
NIEUW LEIDS LAKEN
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TECHNIQUE
WEAVING
For centuries Leiden was renowned for its
high-quality ‘lakens’ or woollen fabrics.
To honour this impressive textile tradition,
Museum de Lakenhal asked five designers
to develop new patterns. Kicking off the
series is artist Christie van der Haak,
who was inspired by the colourful and
exotic motifs she discovered in the Leiden
collection. In the TextielLab, and with
support from Woolmark, Van der Haak got
creative with different bindings, yarns and
finishes. Museum de Lakenhal and some
3,500 visitors selected two fabrics from her
samples. These will be available in 2017.

‘Because of the expertise at
the TextielLab, my original
design could be translated into
bindings on the loom. I was
able to try out many different
variations’
Christie van der Haak
artist

fabric per metre
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drawing

NAME
THE ZUIDERZEE MUSEUM /
rENs

FABRIC
OF LIFE

TITLE
MOURNING MATERIALISED

Yearbook 2014

In the Dutch Zuiderzee region, strict
customs dictated the clothes and colours
that could be worn during mourning.
These would vary, from dark blue or black
immediately after the death of a loved
one, to red when the mourning period was
concluded, making the precise state of
mourning clearly visible to all. This idea
is adapted in a series of tactile woven
mohair and cotton wall hangings by Dutch
design duo rENs for the Zuiderzee Museum
in Enkhuizen. Each piece visualises an
individual life. The coloured stripes display
intervals and gradations of mourning,
creating a unique woven biography in
colour and cloth.

Yearbook 2014
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TECHNIQUE
JACQUARD WEAVING

wall hanging

‘For us, the research
nearly always becomes
the product’
rENs
design team
the stripes represent periods of mourning
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NAME
VAN ABBEMUSEUM /
SARA VRUGT

SUIT TO
TASTE

TITLE
PLURIFORM

Yearbook 2014
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TECHNIQUE
WEAVING
The Van Abbemuseum in Eindhoven
prides itself on its varied exhibitions and
nonconformist stance. The aim is always
to provide visitors with a new way of
lookingat things. Designer Sara Vrugt
incorporatesthese values and input from
staff in a new museum uniform. The result
is a jacket and scarf that can be worn in
different ways. The patterned fabric in two
shades of red reflects the characteristic
shape of the building. The fabric was
woven at the TextielLab, while Rotterdam
workshop Wijkatelier op Zuid took care
of the development and production of the
finished product.

‘There are always surprises
in transferring the design
into fabric – sometimes even
better than you could have
come up with beforehand’
Sara Vrugt
designer
detail from the loom
the museum architecture inspired the pattern
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TextielLab

the new uniform

NAME
JESSIE LECOMTE

PLAY IT
COOL

TITLE
WINTER 2015 COLLECTION

TextielLab

A graduate of the Royal Academy of Fine
Arts in Antwerp, Jessie Lecomte now has
her own label, having previously worked
with some of Belgium’s top brands including
Dries Van Noten. For her Winter 2015
collection, she turned to the TextielLab to
develop several pieces of knitwear inspired
by a quirky fabric sample she came
across. Much time was spent exploring
complex mixes of stitches and materials
such as merino wool, viscose and leather.
The fruits of her labours have paid off in
the finished pieces, which are packed with
different techniques, including jacquard
knitting and intarsia. Long floats add a
special effect. The knitwear was produced
thanks to a grant from the Institut Français
de la Mode.

design sketch
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‘A great experience.
I love working with the
TextielLab because they
also love to do research
and develop new things’

TextielLab
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TECHNIQUE
KNITTING

Jessie Lecomte
fashion designer

Jessie Lecomte at work in the TextielLab
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NAME
JEF MONTES

FASHION
FORWARD

TITLE
VELERO

TextielLab
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TECHNIQUE
JACQUARD WEAVING
Up-and-coming fashion designer Jef
Montes goes beyond clothing design to
develop his own fabrics. This is also the
case for his new 2015 Velero collection,
inspired by (miniature) sailboats. At
the TextielLab he experimented with
unconventional materials such as nylon,
carbon and brass regularly used in
boatbuildingto make the foundation
fabrics for his collection. By integrating
multiple nylon threads side by side, he
created a special shine in the jacquard
weavings, adding an extra effect on top of
the existing cloth. A painting by Simone
Albers inspired the specific patterns.

‘By experimenting in the
atelier, the woven fabrics
became much better than
I originally envisioned!’
Jef Montes
fashion designer

weaving with brass
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a Velero collection original
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04

POLYESTER
MONOFILAMENT

CARBON

SOLUBLE
YARN

BRASS

Extruded from
molten polyester,
these transparent
and black monofilaments are made
up of a single
thread as opposed
to multiple fibres.
This makes them
very strong, stiff
and smooth.

This nylon mono- or
multifilament yarn
is coated with small
carbon particles. The
coating enables the
thread to conduct
electricity and
makes it resistant
to certain acids and
alkalis. It is valued
for being thin yet
strong.

A synthetic yarn
made of polyvinyl
alcohol that
dissolves upon
contact with warm
water. It is often
used in combination
with other yarn,
allowing part of the
fabric to dissolve
while the rest
remains intact.

TextielLab
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YARN SELECTION
JEF MONTES

A monofilament
extruded from
molten brass.
It conducts
electricity, is stiff
and very strong.
By incorporating
metal in fabric, the
resulting material is
pliant and can easily
maintain a specific
shape.
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01

03

TextielLab
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65

NAME
LEW
TITLE
HEINEKEN OPEN DESIGN
EXPLORATIONS
TECHNIQUE
LASER CUTTING

Heineken invited fashion designers Kim
Leemans and Merel Wicker of LEW to take
part in their Open Design Explorations
(ODE). The brief? To develop a fresh,
energetic fashion range to wear in the
Heineken Lounge. LEW selected and
coached an international group of design
talents from around the world including
Sylvia Heisel, Pawel Pyzik and Jorge Delfin.
With futuristic silhouettes accentuated
with angular cut-out patterns in neoprene,
the finished designs were presented at the
launch of the Pop-Up City Lounge during
London Design Week 2014. The lounge will
make an appearance in cities around the
world during the coming year.

TextielLab

suit light

Yearbook 2014

‘This project was all about
exploration. The TextielLab
offers a wide choice of new
technologies combined with
traditional crafts’

TextielLab

Yearbook 2014

CUTTING
EDGE

LEW
fashion designers

sample of laser-cut neoprene
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NAME
CLAES IVERSEN

MILLEFLEURS

TITLE
8 PIECES

TextielLab
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TECHNIQUE
LASER CUTTING
This year saw the TextielLab in full bloom
for award-winning fashion designer Claes
Iversen. Thousands of fabric flowers
were laser cut on site in different sizes
to adorn his Autumn/Winter collection.
Extensive testing with everything from
silk to polyester, revealed which fabric
produced the best effect. Then, in
Iversen’s atelier, the flowers were put
together and finished off with glass
beads in each centre. The collection is
an ode to couture, displaying the love for
craftsmanship and traditional skills.
thousands of laser-cut flowers

TextielLab

Claes Iversen
fashion designer

fashion sketch
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‘It’s always exciting
working in the TextielLab,
discovering new
techniques and trying to
master them yourself’

NAME
byBorre

HIGH-TECH
& WEARABLE

TITLE
BB.SUIT 0.1

TextielLab
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TECHNIQUE
KNITTING

design sketch

‘We sought new methods to
integrate electronic chips
and sensors in textiles
during the knitting and
production process itself’
Borre Akkersdijk
fashion designer

the finished BB.Suit
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Imagine clothing that can truly integrate
electronics into its very fabric. Imagine
the end of bulging pockets of gadgets and
chargers. With Borre Akkersdijk’s BB.Suit,
this vision is not far off. At the TextielLab he
used the circular knitting machine to develop
a thick, layered fabric that can embed
electronic chips, sensors and conductive
yarn during the production process, opening
new opportunities for innovative applications.
The suit is part of Akkersdijk’s ongoing
research into wearable electronic textiles
and was launched at the South by Southwest
Festival in the United States. Martijn ten
Bhömer, Eindhoven University of Technology,
WANT, 22tracks and the Creative Industry
Scientific Programme (CRISP) were involved
in the technical development.

NAME
KARIN ARINK /
TextielMuseum COMMISSION

SKINNY
SCULPTURE

TITLE
FRAGMENTED BODY DOUBLE

Yearbook 2014

In her work, artist Karin Arink expresses our
different ‘states of self’ through humanesque
forms that are both suggestive and abstract.
In this new piece – a commission for the
TextielMuseum collection – she was inspired
by skin to create a textile sculpture of
elements draped from the floor to the wall.
Together they form two ‘fragmented bodies’.
Shiny rubber-coated polyester is lasered
open with a ‘hairy’ motif, forming a strong
contrast between the ‘animal’ and ‘artificial’.
This commission was also made possible by
a grant from the Mondriaan Fund.

Yearbook 2014
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TECHNIQUE
LASER CUTTING AND SEWING

laser-cut patterns

‘This was my first experience
with a laser cutter – seeing
my drawing burned into the
material was like magic’
Karin Arink
artist

Karin Arink prepares the fabric

Karin Arink installing her textile sculpture
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NAME
MAARTJE KORSTANJE /
TextielMuseum COMMISSION
TITLE
UNTITLED
TECHNIQUE
EMBROIDERY

TextielLab

For the TextielMuseum collection, Maartje
Korstanje delved into embroidery at the
TextielLab. Basing her embroidered designs
on images of viruses, bacteria and cancer
cells, she mutated the original forms to
make new creations. After experimenting
with different patterns, she focussed
on the influenza virus, cutting open the
embroidered circles to release bunches
of fuzzy upright strands on a background
of rusty canvas. This is the fabric that
she used to cover the inside of her new
sculpture; reflecting what takes place
beneath the skin, momentarily made visible.

embroidery machine stitching the design

Maartje Korstanje
artist

close-up of the finished piece

embroidered viruses on rusty canvas
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‘Taking new steps,
discovering new
techniques and going
beyond known boundaries
– a beautiful way to
discover embroidery’

TextielLab
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FATAL
APPEAL
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photo credits

Maartje Korstanje in her studio
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NAME
JETSKE VISSER /
TextielMuseum COMMISSION

WATER
MARKS

TITLE
STEAM

Yearbook 2014

Steam was a catalyst of the industrial
revolution, creating new opportunities for
automated production and unprecedented
speed in transportation. In the textile
industry, it was used to fix dyes to printed
textiles. Designer Jetske Visser employs
moist heat to simultaneously create and fix
the print onto the fabric. Unlike contemporary
printing methods, where intricate details
and sterile regularities dominate, ‘Steam’
demonstrates an enchanting dialogue
between control and coincidence. The
patterns are the fleeting imprint of steam
on silk, records of an ephemeral moment.
The project was commissioned for the
TextielMuseum collection and presented in
the Dutch Invertuals show at the Salone del
Mobile 2014 in Milan.

design process

Yearbook 2014
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TECHNIQUE
PRINTING

an imprint of steam captured on silk

‘If we always live by what
we can control, we will
never see beyond our limits’
Jetske Visser
designer
colour samples
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Chapter 02 – Young Talent
& Education

TextielLab

Every year we are proud to offer our facilities to a new
group of textile designers and artists. The most promising
talents are selected from a growing number of applications
based on their use of material, technique, artistic vision
and innovation. Those chosen are invited to develop their
ideas at the TextielLab, making full use of the tailored
technical and creative support provided.
In addition, our annual European Textile Trainee (ETT)
programme offers top textile and fashion design students
from across Europe the opportunity to spend an intensive
five weeks at the TextielLab. The students then go on
to complete internships with leading textile companies
around Como, Italy.
Such initiatives are proving to be an invaluable
stepping stone on the path to becoming a fully-fledged
textile professional. Art academies are cutting back on
their textile facilities and training, and there is a small –
and shrinking – number of specialist institutes with the
technical expertise to accommodate and invest in young
talent and education. Essential skills risk being lost.
These projects reveal why it is so important that we give
students and emerging designers the chance to grow
and gain hands-on experience alongside expert product
developers and technicians. By laying solid foundations,
we are helping to take textiles to the next level.

CHAPTER 02
YOUNG TALENT
& EDUCATION

Yearbook 2014

TextielLab

TextielLab
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JACQUARD WEAVING

PRINTING

NATHALIE VAN
DER VEEN

MELANIE EBENHOCH
WEAVING, LASER CUTTING, PRINTING

SANNE SCHUURMAN

TUFTING

CHARLOTTE
JONCKHEER
Yearbook 2014

MARLIES SCHETS

TextielLab

LASER CUTTING

KNITTING

JULIA VELDHUIJZEN
VAN ZANTEN

VARIOUS TECHNIQUES

VLISCO / DESIGN
ACADEMY EINDHOVEN

EMBROIDERY

GIULIA COSENZA
VARIOUS TECHNIQUES

EUROPEAN TEXTILE
TRAINEE PROGRAMME

WEAVING

MAX ZARA STERCK
KNITTING

TextielLab

Yearbook 2014

VEVA VAN
DER WOLF
PASSEMENTERIE

FLEUR PETERS
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NAME
NATHALIE VAN DER VEEN

FOCUS ON
TRANSIENCE

TITLE
PAS PERDUS

TECHNIQUE
JACQUARD WEAVING

TECHNIQUE
TUFTING

Nathalie van der Veen recently graduated
in interior architecture and fashion and
textiles from KABK Royal Academy of Art in
The Hague. She combines these disciplines in
two decorative throws for modern interiors
developed at the TextielLab. Fascinated by
deterioration and the passing of time, she
uses photographs of dilapidated buildings
to create fabrics that evoke the beauty of
these inevitable processes. Organic patches
of copper-coloured yarn resemble rust, while
the ebb and flow of the sea sparked the
wavy blues of her other piece. She made use
of the technical know-how at the TextielLab
to translate her 2D images into voluminous
tactile weavings.

‘La salle des pas perdus’ (‘the hall of lost
steps’) is the French name for a large
concourse ideal for pacing to and fro.
It dates back to the 19th century, when
it was conceived for courthouses and
administrative buildings where people had
to wait for the deliberation of a sentence.
Design Academy Eindhoven graduate
Charlotte Jonckheer translated this idea
of occupying the body while waiting into a
tufted carpet. Combining different textures
– cotton, wool, horsehair, cord and chenille
– and an irregular pile, she invites people
to kick off their shoes and explore the
carpet’s tactility with their feet.

Yearbook 2014

TextielLab

STEP THIS
WAY

TextielLab

Yearbook 2014

TITLE
HUMAN ABSENCE

NAME
CHARLOTTE JONCKHEER

the finished fabrics

‘I’ve learned so much
from the skilled TextielLab
staff – it’s brought me to a
higher level. I’m very
thankful to them’
Nathalie van der Veen
interior architect

checking the result
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a tactile experience for the feet

tufting different textures
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NAME
JULIA VELDHUIJZEN
VAN ZANTEN

CREATING
CONFIDENCE

TITLE
PROTECTIVE UNDERWEAR

Yearbook 2014

In her Master’s project for Design
Academy Eindhoven, graduate Julia
Veldhuijzen van Zanten seeks to lessen
the stigma of incontinence. Unhappy with
current unsustainable and unappealing
incontinence aids, she developed a set of
knitted underwear that is functional and
aesthetic, giving wearers a vital sense
of confidence. With a combination of silk,
wool and Artofil ultra-absorbent fibre,
she tackles a problem experienced by one
in four women worldwide. Produced on a
fully fashioned knitting machine, the fabric
emerges ready to be sewn – cutting down
the amount of excess remnants. She was
recently awarded the Nieuwe Instituut’s
New Material Award 2014 for this project.
Yearbook 2014

TextielLab

TextielLab

TECHNIQUE
KNITTING

the designer gets to grips with the knitting machine

‘A design with not only
an ecological, but also a
socio-cultural relevance.
The logical winner’
Edo Dijkshuis
New Material Award jury member

prize-winning underwear
incontinence aids redesigned
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NAME
GIULIA COSENZA

DOOR TO
THE PAST

TITLE
PORTIÈRE CURTAIN

TextielLab
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TECHNIQUE
EMBROIDERY
In Roman times, curtains over doors
were more common than windows
and were frequently made from richly
decorated tapestries. ‘Portière Curtain’,
which hangs in the Piet Zwart Institute
in Rotterdam, is inspired by these
tapestries while simultaneously being
an ironic reinterpretation of them. The
pattern, which at first glance looks like a
repeated open fan, is on closer inspection
a manipulation of an everyday Dutch
object: a bicycle wheel. The pattern is
worked on silk in subtly coloured yarns
and explores scale and varying degrees
of opacity, mapping the designer’s journey
and thought process.

bicycle wheels inspired the pattern

TextielLab

Giulia Cosenza
interior designer

design sketch
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‘By combining free drawing
with digital technology, I was
able to create a body of work
that has its roots in craft
and tradition as much as in
contemporary production’

NAME
MAX ZARA STERCK

THE ART OF
MOVEMENT

TITLE
WEAVING WAVE

TextielLab
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TECHNIQUE
WEAVING
How can movement be captured in
material? This question was the starting
point of research conducted by ArtEZ
final-year student Max Zara Sterck. In
order to create (the illusion of) movement,
she incorporated folds and pleats into
the weave. To prevent the folds from
collapsing and losing their volume, she
also experimented with a variety of yarns
and threads. This resulted in surprising
material combinations, such as rubber and
silk, which lent the fabric the necessary
structure while ensuring that the final
items of clothing remained soft and supple.

‘The TextielLab is a
source of inspiration,
research and new
developments. It
overflows with energy’
Max Zara Sterck
fashion designer

weaving the fabric
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one of the finished designs

NAME
VEVA VAN DER WOLF

SMALL IS
BEAUTIFUL

TITLE
KLEINHEID

TextielLab

Yearbook 2014

TECHNIQUE
KNITTING
Happiness can be found in the smallest of
things, but we often overlook them in our
headlong rush through life. ArtEZ graduate
Veva van der Wolf’s collection of knitted
outfits invites us to stop for a moment
and contemplate the delicate stitching and
complex detailing. ‘Kleinheid’ (smallness)
is inspired by radiolaria, single-celled
protists that live in the sea. Invisible to
the naked eye, under a microscope they
reveal their beautifully sculptured, latticelike skeletons. Although many are spherical,
they display an astonishing diversity of
intricate shapes – rather like Van der
Wolf’s designs.

TextielLab

Yearbook 2014

delicate knit on the catwalk

‘Don’t forget the little
things in life!’
Veva van der Wolf
fashion designer
design sketch
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NAME
FLEUR PETERS

VISIBLE AIR

TITLE
EMBRACE

TITLE
UNTITLED

TECHNIQUE
PASSEMENTERIE

TECHNIQUE
PRINTING

‘Embrace’ is composed of 12 designs for
curtain tie-backs. The collection, made
for Fleur Peters’ graduation project from
the Maastricht Academy of Fine Arts
and Design, is inspired by the designer’s
fascination with Hinduism. Like the cords
themselves, Hindus’ religion, culture and
lifestyle are closely intertwined. The
bright designs, executed in soft, transparent
materials such as wool and plastic, reflect
the harmony and tolerance in Hinduism.
The dark designs are inspired by the
Hindu belief that evil and disease can
be avoided through worship. This is
symbolised by the use of hard, solid
materials such as metal and porcelain.

TextielLab
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STRIKING
A CORD

NAME
MELANIE EBENHOCH

Interested in exploring a state of
‘nothingness’ and ‘invisible space’,
Sandberg Institute graduate Melanie
Ebenhoch decided to see what would
happen if she trapped air bubbles in
transparent foil. Captured with an
extremely high-resolution scanner often
used by museum, the Pollock-like patterns
created were surprisingly decorative.
She printed them on Habutai silk at the
TextielLab. Each is a unique snapshot of
a specific moment. The fabrics were then
hand-dyed in a range of soft hues. The
silks can be worn as scarves or used to
adorn interiors.

TextielLab
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a multitude of designs

various sketches
no two are the same
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trapped air bubbles determine the pattern
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NAME
SANNE SCHUURMAN

A LIGHT
TOUCH

TITLE
LIGHT FILTERS BY A
VARIETY OF LAYERS

Yearbook 2014

Practical, white, transparent curtains are
commonly used to mark our domestic
boundaries. Sanne Schuurman, a graduate of
Design Academy Eindhoven, reimagined this
functionality with a series of coloured fabric
filters. The user is able to manipulate the
play of colour by moving the different filters
in front of the window. The interaction of the
filters produces varying effects throughout
the day and at night, when the light source
is reversed. All the highly tactile fabrics
were created using the same principle:
one yarn between or on top of two layers.
This resulted in differing hues and effects
when the sequence, rather than the colour,
of the yarn was altered.

TextielLab

TECHNIQUE
WEAVING, LASER CUTTING,
PRINTING

colour samples

TextielLab
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‘Although the textiles
look simple, it was a
challenge to translate
that simplicity into
a technique’
Sanne Schuurman
designer

workbench full of creativity
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NAME
MARLIES SCHETS

MADE YOU
LOOK

TITLE
SEEN

The functional but not always flattering
reflective neon jacket and a five-month
internship in Sweden – parts of which
have only two hours of daylight during
the winter – inspired Design Academy
Eindhoven graduate Marlies Schets to
integrate reflective materials into stylish
garments and accessories. She developed
two textiles. The first combined a waterresistant top layer, laser cut in the
TextielLab to expose the reflective
material underneath. The second was
a machine-woven fabric made with
reflective yarn usually used for knitting.
The reflective yarn is invisible during the
day but catches the light at night.

reflective yarn guarantees visibility at night

TextielLab
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TECHNIQUE
LASER CUTTING
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the computer design

the pattern is laser-cut

design and safety in a single bag
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NAME
VLISCO / DESIGN ACADEMY
EINDHOVEN

BEYOND
THE
PATTERN

TITLE
RESEARCH

Yearbook 2014

Yearbook 2014
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Dutch fabric manufacturer Vlisco has a
strong tradition of combining craftsmanship
with unmistakable colours and patterns.
Craftsmanship and pioneering design
also come together at Design Academy
Eindhoven (DAE). High time to team up. In
a unique partnership conceived to support
the next generation of textile talent and
innovation, 14 DAE students including AK
Janse, Jian-Da and Teresa Mendler, were
invited to unleash their full creativity
on Vlisco fabrics at the TextielLab. And
so the fabrics were unravelled, laser
cut, embroidered, knitted and fused into
completely new creations, redefining
Vlisco’s DNA in the process.

‘What better way to set
out on a new journey than
in an environment where
experimentation, quality and
depth are given a place?’

made by Teresa Mendler, inspired by Vlisco

Roger Gerards
creative director Vlisco
a necklace to complete the look
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TECHNIQUE
VARIOUS
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knitted in colours

knitted sample in various yarns
embroidered viscose

woven cotton textile

TextielLab
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digital printed and laser-cut fabric

embroidered on dissolving textile
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printed and laser-cut sample
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bold patterns and colours
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eye-catching contrasts
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NAME
EUROPEAN TEXTILE
TRAINEE PROGRAMME

THE NEXT
GENERATION

TITLE
BUILDING WITH TEXTILES

Yearbook 2014

TextielLab

TECHNIQUE
VARIOUS
What happens when you bring nine
talented Master’s students from across
Europe together for several weeks and
give them access to the full resources
of the TextielMuseum and TextielLab?
Fascinating new paths arise as the
students incorporate their own unique skills
and cultural background in their work.
They learn from each other and in-house
experts in the process. An internship at
renowned Italian textile companies in and
around Como provides added industry
experience. Now in its seventh year, this
ETT edition centred on the theme ‘Building
with Textiles’ and the development of
smart materials and applications. Textile
specialist Marina Toeters of TU Eindhoven
coached the students.

TextielLab
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students discussing samples

embroidery up close
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expert advice is on hand
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Marina Toeters
textile specialist TU Eindhoven
and ETT tutor

TextielLab

‘The students are very
focused, enthusiastic and
aren’t afraid to ask critical
questions – we keep each
other sharp, and learn from
each other. That’s the most
important thing’

getting guidance from the pro

sample detail

TextielLab
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a typical student workspace

European Textile Trainee presentation
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